


Together 
we grow.

Market farms for businesses
and their employees.



Challenges for businesses 
today are becoming more & 
more complex.



People want to identify with employer 
values & work in an enriching 
environment at their workplace.
At the same time most businesses want to 
make a responsible contribution for 
environment & nature.



We create places where life is 
thriving. 
For employees, your business and 
nature.

Here Soilful comes in.



We build and operate market 
farms. At your business site. 
Together with your employees.

What we do:





Employer Branding: innovative and 
future oriented employer.
Image: an active contribution for 
tomorrow´s generation, a valuable 
impact on your business brand.
Innovation: learn from a start-up and 
regeneration mindset.

Good for your 
business:



Recreational space: outdoor regeneration, 
active participation in farm work.
Working space: for workshops and nature
inspiration.
Fresh vegetables: for your employees and/ 
or for your canteen.

Good for your 
employees:





Tomatoes instead of sealing the soil: we use 
fallow space at your site and create conditions for 
biodiversity and new life.
CO2 reduction through decreased transports and 
CO2 sequestration through humification
Enrichment of biodiversity and resistance against  
extinction of species caused by industrial 
agriculture.

Good for the 
environment:



Regenerative 
growth is in the 

detail.



Going into action
let’s get growing!

ꝏ

Co-Creation Lab

Through farm 
development employees 
engage in entrepreneurial 
mindsets & agile 
management methods. 
They are part of a start-up.

Implementation

Detailed planning phase: 
working materials are 
ordered, suppliers and 
professional gardeners are 
commissioned.

Infrastructure

The farm will be 
constructed, 
infrastructure will be 
implemented, garden 
beds will be planted.

Farm operation

With the first vegetable 
crop the farm is in full 
operation.

4-6 months 3-4 months 5-8 months



Concept
4-6 months learning program based on an  
interdisciplinary team of 6-12 staff investing approx. 
0,5 day / week 

Questions addressed in the program

- What are features the farm should provide? 

(seminar room, outdoor workspace, recreation 

space)

- How are employees involved?

- How do we reach out for veggie box clients?

- How can the farm have a positive impact on the 

organizational culture?

- ….

Co-Creation Lab - Let’s create together

Learning goals in the lab are…

…defined together at the beginning:

- Decision making methods of self organizing 

systems are trained & implemented

- Working methods in agile teams (Sprints, 

Kanban,...) are known

- Being able to differentiate between regeneration 

and sustainability

- Methods of Innovation experienced

transfer of learnings into the daily work of team 

members



One weekly veggie box contains 6 to 8 different kinds of 
vegetables

From Office to Table

and/or: production for the canteen

• First year for 6 months / 60 employees
• Second year for 7 months / 100 employees
• Starting with the third year for 8 months / 200 employees



Be Part of a growing 
Community

Each farm acts as an 

autonomous cell that is 

customized for the 

organizations needs.

All farms are connected digitally and form an evolving 

and interconnected learning system aiming at 

increasing biodiversity while at the same time being 

economically viable. 



Price per box
20€ for a weekly vegetable 
box. 
Paid by the employees with 
the possibility to be subsidized 
by the organization.

Farm leasing
The organization pays a 
monthly leasing rate (⁓ € 
2.000 depending on size and 
infrastructure) throughout 
the whole year.
This covers investment and 
maintenance costs. 

Economic Model

Co-Creation LAB
Development program to 
acquire agile mgmt. methods 
and Intrapreneurship through 
the planning of the farm.

Costs depend on scope & 
duration



Not for profit
Soilful is organized as an Austrian association (Verein). All revenues go directly into 
the building of new farms and the overarching structure of Soilful. 

Gardeners as company constituted under civil law (GesbR)
The gardeners of each farm create their own legal entity. In this way the farms are 
treated as small scale agriculture, which reduces taxes. 

Land
The organization owns the land and is placing it at the disposal of Soilful to produce 
vegetables and fruits. This should be a long-term relationship for at least 5 years. 

Legal aspects and taxes



With a Soilful Farm an organization creates an impact 
along the following SDG´s: 

Make an Impact!



Teamwork makes the green work!

Alessa Lux
studied business administration and East 
Asian economy and society and has been a 
management consultant for more than 10 
years focusing on strategy, sustainability, and 
board offsites. Since 2021, Alessa has also 
been active in the startup environment and 
is an aspiring art historian.
LinkedIn

Tatjana Tupy
is a political scientist and professional 
gardener. She has founded and was in 
charge of a regenerative Community 
Supported Agriculture (CSA) with a focus on 
organic vegetable production for 7 years. At 
the same time, she is working as Sociocracy 
consultant. 
LinkedIn

Stefan Faatz-Ferstl
studied civil engineering and has 10 years 
of experience in organizational 
transformation with a focus on self-
organization and agility. 
Since 2020 he is working as ecopreneur on 
building start-ups. 
LinkedIn

Jasna Sonne
is a senior NPO Mktg / FR professional, 
eco-activist & Org.Dev Adviser. Her carrier 
path ranges from European/ CEE/Middle 
East director at Greenpeace Int., hotel 
owner in Turkey to founder of various 
NPOs in Austria. Today she lives in Vienna 
and works as a development trainer for 
SME.s. LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alessa-lux-45041b56/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tatjana-tupy/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stefanfaatzferstl/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jasna-sonne-3a55a48a/


Let’s 
grow

together!



Verein für regenerative Lebensmittelversorgung

ZVR: 1743072592 

Impact Hub Vienna

Lindengasse 56/18-19

1070 Vienna, Austria

Contact

Stefan Faatz-Ferstl

stefan@soilful.net

+43 (0) 650 26 11 013


